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tasks in this worksheet set. 1 House · Banjo · Bed Sailing · Bunny. Skills enhancer - Lots of fun.
Following Directions Activities. learning printables for TEENs **Camping picture is shown, more
themes available below** Print the page of your choice. Print the . Follow Directions. Read
everything carefully before doing anything. Put your name in the upper right-hand corner of this
page. Circle the word NAME in .. These worksheets can help your younger students follow
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This easy-to-use activity teaches valuable lessons about the importance of listening and
following directions.
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Following Directions: A Skill Worth Teaching As teachers, sometimes we give our students
directions but then are surprised (or disappointed) that they don't follow them. Zoom & ReZoom. This engaging group activity helps develop communication skills, perspective taking, and
problem solving skills. Maps From Community Maps unit: Easier Maps (with grid lines) Write
directions Follow directions (feet) Follow directions (meters).

Follow Directions. Read everything carefully before doing anything. Put your name in the upper
right-hand corner of this page. Circle the word NAME in . I have lost a worksheet that I used to
have my students complete on the first day of school. It was one of those worksheets that you
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A collection of resources for teaching giving and asking directions to ESL students. These
worksheets can help your younger students follow directions in a positive manner. Help your
TEEN with handwriting when you provide free handwriting worksheets to practice manuscript
and cursive script.
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Included: Lessons that make following directions fruitful and fun!. Teach-nology provides several
adorable coloring sheets with simple instructions to follow. Find a pen and paper. Write your
name at the top of the paper. Write the numbers 1 to 5, one per line. Draw five small circles
beside #1. Put an "X" in the second .
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Map Routes & Directions Game . Check out this fun directions game. Practice following
instructions while completing a number of different challenges.
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Following Directions Test -- Fun Activity for Beginning of the Year. Following. Save Fred! is
another fun Back to School community builder! Total Pages. N/A. I have lost a worksheet that I
used to have my students complete on the first day of school. It was one of those worksheets that
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These worksheets can help your younger students follow directions in a positive manner..
Students will follow directions to complete a series of tasks in this worksheet set. 1 House · Banjo
· Bed Sailing · Bunny. Skills enhancer - Lots of fun. Following Directions Activities. learning
printables for TEENs **Camping picture is shown, more themes available below** Print the page
of your choice. Print the .
Maps From Community Maps unit: Easier Maps (with grid lines) Write directions Follow
directions (feet) Follow directions (meters). Zoom & Re-Zoom. This engaging group activity
helps develop communication skills, perspective taking, and problem solving skills.
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